
 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 

- - - 
 

 

 

DIRECTIONS:  Fill in the circle before “YES” if the underlined word is spelled right.  

Fill in the circle before “NO” if the underlined word is spelled wrong.

 

 A. Will each boy go?

 B. What day will you 

1.  “Car” is a nown because it names a thing.

2.  A car needs pow

3.  A man is a large 

4.  Are you  abel to write your name?

5.  Books are made fro

6.  Circle the object

7.  Five and one make 

8.  Good children will fol

9.  He plays ball for fun.

10.  I found a plant among

11.  I looked, but I canot

12.  It is dark when the sun goes down.

13.  She made a speshul

14.  The full box is too 

15.  The woman said, “I 

  

DIRECTIONS:  Write a good sentence for one of your spelling words:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

 

Name__________________________________________  
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Fill in the circle before “YES” if the underlined word is spelled right.  

Fill in the circle before “NO” if the underlined word is spelled wrong.

boy go? �

What day will you goe? �

because it names a thing. �

powre to make it go. �

e size, but a boy is small. �

to write your name? �

Books are made from paper matereal.  �

object on the paper. �

ve and one make six. �

ildren will follow a rool. �

for fun. �

among some rocks. �

canot find my book. �

when the sun goes down. �

speshul picture for mother. �

e full box is too heavy for me to carry. �

The woman said, “I am a good mother.” �

Write a good sentence for one of your spelling words:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Spelling Test Unit 13
 

__________________________________________   
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Fill in the circle before “YES” if the underlined word is spelled right.  

Fill in the circle before “NO” if the underlined word is spelled wrong. 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

Write a good sentence for one of your spelling words: 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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